
WHY WALMART IS FAILED IN GERMANY

Whatever the specific reasons, the German market is now verboten to Walmart. Clearly, the failed experiment was a
severe blow to the.

At last we had some fresh American wind blow through German retailing. Long term orientation This
dimension refers to the extent to which people own a Hofstede  R  These reported practices were unfamiliar to
the practitioners of the German culture which makes them stressed while working in Wal-Mart as the German
people are highly rated for uncertainty avoidance compared to US mindset as shown in the table 2. Maybe
they found it embarrassing or silly; maybe they found it too regimented. Wal-Mart thrives on its everyday low
prices made possible by its sophisticated inventory management system and the biggest private satellite
communication system in the world , emphasis on customer service, and highly-motivated personnel. The wall
street journal. G  Journal of Economic Geography, 7 , pp. In , it earned a billion in only a week and in
November, , in a record-breaking single day. Y and Firsirotu. Furthermore, employees were also been threaten
by management to close certain stores if the staff resist to work for working long hours that their contracts
predict and do not allow the video surveillance of their doing work Landler and Barbaro,  And while no one
can predict where a company as aggressive and acquisitive as Walmart will turn up next, presumably, they
will pick up the slack by opening a store in Libya. Third, Wal-Mart has not been able to deliver its promise of
lower prices and compete with other and bigger discount stores in the country like Aldi. Organizational
Culture Theory. Again, this is unusual in Germany where compensation issues are dealt with under different
heads of the contract. Vendor Score Cards In August Wal-Mart unilaterally set new standards in its vendor
contracts, including the right to inspect supplier premises without notice, which is not standard practice in
Germany. Antagonised Suppliers Vendors complained that whereas Wal-Mart demanded compensation for the
slightest non-adherence to contract, no compensation was offered for their loss of time and revenue. P and
Reiche. There were notable mistakes made by the Walmart management in Germany addressing the different
culture, visionary and explicates of the local customer market Jui,  Given the major differences between US
and German distribution systems, the chaos resulting from the transition to central distribution can hardly
surprise. By David Macaray Walmart can boast that it has more than 8, stores in 15 countries, under 55
different names, that it's the largest private employer in the United States, the largest in Mexico as Walmex ,
and the third largest in Canada. Even though, no official numbers has been published, but the revert of the
retail giant who is not habitual to failures has spoken louder than numbers that Wal-Mart fails in Germany and
cultural factor plays significant role in this gigantic reversion Knorr and Arndt,  Individualism Individualism is
referred to the preference of people to belong to Hofstede  Another is that Germany is anti-American when it
comes to name-brand retailers even though Dunkin' Donuts and Starbucks are popular there. Needless to say,
this failure to take necessary action only increased losses. L  Or maybe they found this oddly aggressive,
mindless and exuberant exercise in group-think too reminiscent of other rallies Secondly, Failing in customer
retention was another pooling reason for the Walmart failure in Germany Macaray,  Please come back, our
family needs you. Advances in Management, 7 1 , pp. Even an extremely successful business. One indirect
consequence of not achieving successful organic growth was an obvious disinclination to reduce economies of
scale further by closing the many loss-making former Interspar stores. E 


